
Mirroring Stops & Runs 

Mirroring the Stop 

 

Using the Create Mirror function will create a PM stop for the same address and school as a 

selected AM stop.  Creating mirror stops also allows the user to Mirror AM runs. 

The user may select as many stops as wanted for creating mirrored stops.   

SUGGESTION:  Only mirror stops for one school at a time. 

1. Select a stop or multiple stops for the same school in the stop tab. 

 
 

2. Click .  The Create Mirror Stops window will open. 

 
3. Fill in the information regarding Pick Up After and Pick Up By information Pickup Up 

Time Window Type, Pickup Curb Approach remembering it is a PM stop and all the 

times relate to the school.   

Fill in the Drop Off Time Window Type and Drop Off Curb Approach information 

keeping in mind the drop off is at the home stop.  



 

NOTE:  Fill in the Drop off After and Drop off By boxes ONLY if there are fixed times 

for drop off.  Then the Drop off Window would be Hard Time.  The system will then 

create a run manipulating the stops in order to meet the Drop Off Times.  This is not 

recommended.  

  

4. Click OK to finish.  The stops will be found in the PM stops.   

 

Mirroring the AM Run 

With the AM stops mirrored, the user can create a mirrored copy of the AM run with the 

mirrored PM stops. 

1. In the Runs Tab , find and select an AM run or runs 

to be mirrored. 

2. Click on Mirror to Workspace. 

 

3. When the user looks in the workspace, it appears only the vehicles are in the workspace.  

If the stop list is opened, the stops from the previously created AM run will be in the list 



but the PM times for the school will be the time window with the school being the pickup 

address. 

 

4. Click the    to solve the run or runs. 

5. The valid runs will display in the Result window.   

6. Give the runs an effective date and change the run ID is appropriate.  Save Result Runs. 

 

NOTE:  Mirroring runs will give you a copy of all of the AM stops in a PM run.  Review 

the PM runs to verify the order of the stops is the most efficient way to run the PM run.  

Move any runs that may need changes to the Workspace before saving and make the 

edits.  Then save the final version. 

 

   

 

 

 


